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Budget pitch

At the Horizon

Gov. Jim Edgar announces a
$31.5 million budget.

Eastern to face Valparasio
in Mid-Con tournament.
Thursday, March 3, 1994

ar-entry age may be raised to 21
Charleston's bar-entry age is
ely to be raised from 19 to 21
gardless of the recommendation
m the liquor task force, the City
uncil student representative said
ednesday.
Michael Smyth, who serves in a
n-voting capacity as a student
dviser on the council, said he
· ks the council is leaning toward
ising the age.
"I truly think there is a good
hance that it will be raised,"

Smyth said. "I haven't asked them
how they will vote, but the council
tends to be conservative."
Smyth said only one City Council
member attended any of the task
force meetings to hear student and
community opinions about the
entry-age issue.
Senate member Katina Gillespie
said the liquor task force hearings
were probably pointless.
"I would say from the day Cougill
got elected, his plan was to raise
the entry age," Gillespie said. "The
forums were just a show to pretend
they were listening to students ."

Senate Speaker Bobby Smith and
Student Body President Luke Neumann, members of the liquor task
force, said they still support leaving
the bar-entry age at 19.
"I am still swaying towards 19
with the condition of extreme and
heavy enforcement," Smith said. "I
didn't hear anything that would
change my opinion."
Neumann is also in favor of keeping the entry age at 19 and agreed
that enforcement is the key. He said
he opposes using drunk-driving
statistics to support an entry age
increase.

"If people don't go to bars, they'll
go somewhere else to drink and
then drive home," said Neumann.
"Some bars are on campus anyway
and students can walk home."
Other senate members echoed
Smith and Neumann's stance on
the issue.
Senate member Jodi Chapman
said she came to Eastern from a
city with a 21 bar-entry age and
doesn't think a higher entry age
will stop underage drinking.
"There are more chances of
things getting out of control with a
• Continued on Page 2

Sigma Nu
placed
under
censure
By ANDY PURCELL
Campus editor

Digger
Physical Plant worker JoAnne Jones takes a break from digging up a steam pipeline in the field of O'Brien Stadium
Wednesday. Workers were looking for a leak in the pipeline while replacing the asbestos insulation with.fiberglass.

Greek Court expansion
expected to begin by summer
8y ANDY PURCELL
Campus editor

by t4e Illinois Board of
Higher Education and the
Board of Governors, HenConstruction to expand cken said.
Greek Court should begin
"What we need to do next
by late summer and could is get the funds," Hencken
be completed as early as fall said. "We're in the process
of 1995, said Lou Hencken, right now of working with
vice president for student the banks. We are refinancaffairs.
ing our bonds to take
Hencken said the Greek advantage of lower interest
Court project and other rates.
t'uture campus projects will
"This is expected to genbe funded by the estimated erate approximately $7 .5
$7.5 million expected to be million. One of the things
generated by refinancing we would use that money
university revenue bonds.
for would be to build new
The expansion project Greek housing, which we
has already been approved have a demand for."

He said the next step of
the process will occur April
20 when the university
plans to sell its current
bonds .to take advantage of
lower interest rates.
Hencken said the process
of refinancing revenue
bonds is similar to that
used in refinancing a mortgage on a house but on a
bigger scale.
He said the money will be
available as soon as the
bonds are sold.
"If we sell them in the
morning, we ' ll have the
money by the afternoon,"
Hencken said.

Kelly Miller, director of
Greek Housing, said the
expansion project will include the construction of
two houses like the 12 that
currently exist in Greek
Court and four smaller
houses.
Miller said the two large
houses, which will hold
approximately 40 people,
will be occupied by the
Sigma Sigma Sigma and
Sigma Kappa sororities.
The smaller houses will
be occupied by the Sigma
Gamma Rho, Delta Sigma
Theta and Zeta Phi Beta
• Continued on Page 2

Eastern's chapter of the
Sigma Nu fraternity was
officially placed under cen sure by the university Wednesday, said Eileen Sullivan, assistant director of
student affairs for Greek
activities.
The censure is the result
of an investigation into
mental hazing that centered around the fraternity's ritualistic pledge ceremony.
As punishment, the fraternity will be prohibited
from conducting more than
10 weeks of programs
involving new members and
must make pledges active
members before the 10week period elapses, Sullivan said.
"There will never be any
more locally created rituals," she said.
The chapter must also
end the pledge period with
a ceremony established by
the national headquarters
and complete 50 hours of
community service. ·
During the ceremony,
pledges were individually
told by fraternity executive
officers that they failed
their final pledge exam and
would be given one more
chance to pass.
The pledges were told
that every time they answered a question incorrectly one of three lit candles would be extinguished,
and if all three candles
were blown out, the pledge
would not become a member of the fraternity.

t Continued on Page 2
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Serbs intensify offensive in Bosnia Teen baby
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina
(AP) - Bosnian Serbs launched three
rocket-propelled grenades Wednesday
at government troops in Sarajevo,
prompting a gunbattle that violated
the U.N. cease-fire and raised fears
that the city's recent calm will shatter.
The skirmish around the Jewish
cemetery in downtown Sarajevo ended
after the U.N. commander in Bosnia,
Lt. Gen. Sir Michael Rose, threatened
to send in British U.N. troops, said
UN. officials speaking on condition of
anonymity. No casualties were immediately reported.
Elsewhere, Serbs pounded two
Muslim enclaves and continued to
block relief convoys - despite their
encouraging promise a day earlier to
open an airport in the region to relief
flights.
In the capital region, Serb artillery
also fired Tuesday on the Muslim
town of Breza, just north of Sarajevo,
said U.N. spokesman Lt. Col. Bill
Aikman.
While the Breza and Sarajevo
attacks clearly breached the 3-weekold U.N. cease-fire, they were appar-

ently not serious enough to trigger a but two of them remained stranded
NATO air strike under the alliance's Wednesday.
Kris Janowski, spokesman for the
Feb. 9 ultimatum.
Grenade-launchers were not listed U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees
among the heavy weapons that had to in Sarajevo, said a convoy for
be removed from a 13-mile radius Sarajevo, blocked since Monday by
around Sarajevo, and Breza is outside Serb women, was still stuck at
the zone.
Hadzici, 10 miles from the capital.
U.N. officials quoted Serbs as sayAnother convoy for Maglaj in northing they fired the grenades because ern Bosnia was stranded in Zenica,
Muslim-led government forces were and it may take two or three days
violating the cease-fire themselves by before permits are approved by the
reinforcing their trenches. The United Serbs to proceed through a half-mile
Nations had reported government of Serb territory past the last Crpat
forces were doing so last week.
checkpoint at Brankovici, Janowski
Russian troops are in the Jewish said.
Cemetery on the Serb side, French
Some 19,000 refugees in Maglaj
soldiers are on the Bosnian side, and have been under siege most of the
"tensions are certainly increased in past year. The town depends almost
that area," Aikman said.
entirely on airdropped aid, which is
Problems with aid convoys also con- risky to retrieve from combat zones
tinued. Serb, Muslim and Croat lead- and often does not reach intended
ers all have signed accords pledging recipients.
free passage for .aid convoys, but they
Bosnian radio said Serbs fired 300
have been ignored repeatedly, espe- tank, howitzer and mortar rounds at
cially by Serb commanders.
Maglaj early Wednesday, and at least
U.N. officials had suggested they two people had been killed the previwould get tough with Serbs to ensure ous 24 hours . The United Nations
smooth movement of relief convoys, could not confirm details of the attack.
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Bar _ __ Sigma
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The executive members would conkeg than if people are paying as
tinue to ask questions until the
they go along," Chapman said.
pledge missed three, at which time
''People were drinking at one party
the pledge would be asked what the
and then getting in cars and drivexecutive is holding in a closed fist.
ing looking for more parties. At
Pledges were led to believe it was
least with bars you don't have to
their pledge pin, but it was actually
go search for the social life."
an active pin.
Chief of Staff Matt Giordano
Sullivan said the conditions of
said community residents are
th~. censure inyolving pledge pronaive fu think changing the entry .. gt'a ·ms· an'd ' ihitiat'io'n ceremonie's
age will cut down on -underage
are permanent . Temporary re_4rinking. . ' , ,·· ·,~ ..·..strietions ar.e ~aiso 'in01uded
~
"Instead of busting Mother's bar,
"The fraternity shall ~ubmit a
they'll be busting John's apartlist of the new member programs,
ment," Giordano said. "It's safer to
including initiation week activities,
keep the drinking in an enclosed
to the Office of Student Activities
environment."
for approval," Sullivan said. "This
must be done immediately for this
j

"•'" . . .

semester and no later than the first
day of the semester in the fall."
The fraternity must also host an
educational program on respect and
human dignity by the end of the
semester; all chapter members
must attend.
All chapter members must also
participate in the fraternity's
national Leadership, Ethics, Achievement and °-eveloi:iment pro' gram that.foe.uses on ethical leadersh~p and group dynamics, Sullivan
~aid , ... ._«
... ~ •
r~ ,. .. .. . . . . ~
Sulliv~n said she met with chapter presiden~ Jason Con_der Wednesday and mformed him of the
terms of the censure.
Con~er ~ec~ined to comment on
the hazmg mcident or the censure.

· - ·/·,.

Greek
range anywhere from 7 to
•From Page 1
sororities and the Phi 8 members in the smaller
Beta Sigma fraternity, all ones and 15 to 20 memof which are members of bers in the larger ones,''
Miller said. "For us to
the Black Greek Council.
build
houses for forty (resMiller said the BGC
idents)
doesn't make a lot
organizations will be
of
sense.
We're building
housed in smaller buildings because they have smaller units, so they're
fewer members than the able to have the same
facilities just on a smaller
other organizations.
"The number of mem- scale."
Hencken said the exbers in the Black Greek
pansion
will include
Council organizations

building additional athletic fields for the west side
of campus including lighted basketball and tennis
courts and softball and
football fields.
Hencken said many
students have called for
expanding Booth Library,
but he said bond money
can only be used to fund
improvements to bond
revenue buildings.
Buildings funded by

bond revenue include student housing and dining
services, O'Brien Stadium, Lantz Gymnasium,
the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union,
University Court and
University Apartments.
Hencken said improvements to the library, Old
Main and other campus
buildings are funding by
appropriated money from
the state legislature.

swap victim
runs away
from home
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - Seven
months ago, Kimberly Mays took
the stand in a custody battle and
tearfully recounted how she pleaded with the father who raised her
after she was switched at birth in
a hospital, "Please don't let them
take me away."
Now she has run away from
home to a Sarasota YMCA Youth
Shelter for troubled teens. She voluntarily went to the shelter with
the signed permission of Bob
Mays, who won custody at a hearing in which the judge said
Kimberly never had to see her biological parents again.
"Kimberly Mays is experiencing
adolescent difficulties that are not
uncommon for youth today," said a
statement from Jack Greer, the
shelter's executive director. ''There
are absolutely no allegations of
abuse of any kind involved in this
voluntary admission."
Kimberly has been at the shelter since last week.
"I don't think it has anything to
do with the litigation or the decision in the case. It has to do with
Kimberly being a teen-ager," attorney George Russ said Wednesday.
Russ helped the 15-year-old
severe ties with her birth parents
Ernest and Regina Twigg last
August, ending a bitter, high-profile battle between the Twiggs and
Mays over custody and visitation
rights.
Kimberly was described by one
of her law.yers as "yipping and
yelping for joy" after the judge's
Aug. 18 ruling.
Kimberly was switched with
another child just after birth in
1978. The swap came to light after
Arlena, the child raised by the
Twiggs, died of a heart defect in
1988.
''The last five years all the pressure on Kim has caused her to
have some problems," Russ said.
He would not elaborate.
"It is not as serious as everyone
would like to think it is," Russ
said, adding he had spoken with
Mays and his wife, Darlena. "They
would like to keep it a private
matter."
A Sarasota sheriff's deputy from
the criminal investigation unit
was dispatched to the shelter
Friday, but information is classified under Florida's child abuse
law.
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to cut funds

r advertising
request of $13,345.
Carl Zuccarelli, UB's Subway Committee chairman, said
student coordinators the AB should begin making
presented their budget cuts from the committee's proests at Tuesday night's motional request of $1,830.
'onment Board meeting The Subway Committee, which
if cuts have to be made, brings comedy acts to campus,
would prefer AB cut submitted a total request of
s from their original $19,990 from student fees · ing requests.
$3,800 more than last year's
rt Knox, UB's Special approved budget.
Committee. Chairman,
Included with the suggesbis committee's request of tion to cut student payroll,
0 for promotional items David Dutler, director of
be reduced if Special Sports and Recreation, said
ts does not run eight of the AB could reduce their
44 Daily Eastern News $7,600 request for promotion· ements the committee al items.
in its 1994-95 budget
"I feel guilty if every student
isn't aware of what we offer,"
realize cuts have to be Dutler said. "If cuts are made,
de because the AB has though, split it between promo· ed such a large request," tions and payroll."
said Wednesday. "If they
Zuccarelli said another porI would like them to cut tion of the comedy budget the
6in promotions."
AB could reduce is the amount
lake Wood, AB Chairman, of weekend shows figured into
the board will have to cut the comedy budget request.
least $100,000 in budget
He said the Subway Comuests. Wood said budget mittee is asking for $22,000 for
ests submitted to the AB entertainment and performers.
about $425,000. Based on The committee has scheduled
t enrollment figures and eight small acts, four weekend
14.50 per semester student acts and two major acts.
· 'ty fee, Wood said the AB
If further cuts need to be
only allocate slightly more made, Zuccarelli said he would
$300,000 for 1994-95 prefer that funds for two weekts.
end acts be cut to allow the
The Special Event's Com- committee to work within a
submitted a total bud- budget of $1,200, half of what
request of $17,300, which they have requested for week$4,225 more than last year's end acts.

ouncil is seeking
o award women
nizing and celebrating the
accomplishments of women
in the area," said Jayne
The Women's Studies Ozier, chairwoman of the
Council is seeking nomina- women's studies awards
tions from area residents committee. "The women
for the annual Women of will only receive a certifiAchievement Awards.
cate of recognition, but it
Charleston residents are really is quite an honor."
being encouraged to nomiOzier said people have
nate local women who have received awards in the past
made outstanding contri- for leadership roles in busibution to Eastern and the ness, the arts, theater
community.
clubs and other organizaThe awards will be part tions. The awards have
of the celebration of Wo- also been given as special
men's History and Aware- recognition to a woman's
ness Month in March, and talent.
recipients will be the
Last year, the Women's
guests of honor at the Studies Council Awards
Women's Studies Council Committee chose two
Awards Banquet on March Charleston community
31, where they will receive leaders and one campus
their awards.
leader to receive the a"This is our way of recog- ward.

NAPPY BIRTHDAY!

• We Honor Any
mpetitor's Coupon
Double Stamps On
Sub Club Cards
Every Mon. & Tues.
636 W. Lincoln
348-SUBS

JEFF CULLER/Photo editor
Senior Michelle Henderson, a theater arts major, talks to a representative of the Illinois
Department of Corrections during the Multicultural Jobs Fair in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union Ballroom

mHE focuses on college costs
By CHRISSY MOCH
Staff writer

The Illinois Board of Higher
Education's committee to study affordability is considering
alternative ways of setting
tuition at the 12 s4tte universities as part of its efforts to
cut costs for college students.
The committee's recommendations on tuition range from
allowing the IBHE to set a
common tuition rate for the
12 state universities to making tuition rates dependent on
a student's income. Currently,
the authority to set tuition
rests with the governing
boards of each university.
IBHE spokeswoman Deborah Smitley said the committee to study affordability is
currently formulating a document that identifies the policy
goals related to affordability.
"(The document) looks at
existing progress related to
college affordability," IBHE
spokeswoman Deborah Smitley said. "It attempts to summarize some of the options

that have been considered."
Smitley said there are 13
policy options being considered. Some of them include
changing the academic calendar, offering a three-year
bachelor's degree program,
and allowing individual institutions to calculate their
financial aid awards. ·
Smitley said the committee
has met three times and has
three more meetings scheduled. It has also held four
public hearings since December to solicit comments from
university officials and students.
"(The hearings were) held
for people to come and testify
about the affordability issue,"
Smitley said.
Smitley said no set of recommendations will be officially adopted until June. The
committee's final recommendations will be presented to
the IBHE in September. The
board is expected to take
action on the recommendations in October.
Smitley said she expects

some additions and refinements made to the policy
options before they are
brought before the board. She
said right now the committee
is still developing policies.
"Once the policy goals are
idtmtified· and then the policies themselves are determined, then there would be an
implementation mechanism,"
Smitley said.
She said Monday, the committee discussed two reports;
one relating to undergraduate
education, access and preparation and the other reviewing cost to students.
Board of Governors spokeswoman Michelle Brazell said
the BOG expects the committee on affordability to come
out with some "radical" ideas
on how things can change.
"Affordability has to be a
cooperative effort," Brazell
said. ''There are a lot of things
that can be done on higher
education's side to make college affordable, but the state
funding side must participate
as well."

Correction
Eastern's blood drive last week totaled 1,333 pints of donated blood. The goal for the week goal
was 1,200. Eastern was in competition for blood donations with Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale, which had a 6-day total of 1,283 pints of blood. Eastern's blood drive was held for 4
days. This information was incorrectly reported in Friday's edition of The Daily Eastern News.
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Jenny Campos
You're finally 21!
Time to Party!
Love, Kristin & Tracey

Brat.

Is Mayor Cougill the next coffeehouse guru

iDally Eastern Jews

Mayor Dan Cougill stood tall
"A coffeehouse down dose
on April t 3, t 993.
to campus or on campus,"
In a mayoral candidate
Cougill said, "is an alternative
"In the grand
debate against then Charleston
the requirement for people to
Mayor Wayne Lanman, Couglll
socialize in bars."
The "requirement" the ma
made a firm appeal for his prinOliver North,
ciples.
refers to in this quotation is a
He is a former military man.
t 964 city ordinance that manCougill
And in the grand tradition of
dates individuals entering bars
never lie to the
Oliver North, Cougill could
"must mingle, mix and socialize
people."
never lie to the people.
freely with at least seven but
He shot straight from the hip J .A.
more than nine other individuwhen he said, "I will not, not,
Winders
als."
not change the bar-entry age."
The Drink and Chat
Ordinance was spawned from a trend that came to a
However, his firm statements fell limp when given
time, reflection and the proper number of votes to be
head in the summer of t 964. Hundreds of residents
elected. Once in office, Cougill soon distanced himself
complaifled about groups of college students gathering
from his campaign remarks.
in local establishments, standing quietly and keeping to
He explained what he meant to say was that he "will
themselves.
not, not, not change the bar-entry age" unless or until a
'The coffeehouse should probably be built in a way
suitable bar alternative surfaces.
where you can have poetry reading in one corner and
The mayor never explained the definition of a suitable
another totally separate event on the other end," Cougill
bar alternative, nor did he explain why he prefers the
said.
name Dan to Roscoe.
Showing faith in his own ideas, Cougill will open the
Theories abound for the reasoning behind his opinion
coffeehouse poetry forum with an essay titled, "My Gulf
swing. None, however, have been raised concerning the
War: How to crush an under-armed, under-manned,
name preference.
generally over-matched opponent and still look cool."
His reading will be followed by an interpretive dance
Independent observers of the mayor attribute the
debate remarks to his evil twin, Moe. Others blame pos- performed by members of the liquor task force session of the mayor's mind by freakish, alien gnomes.
depicting the recent public hearings concerning the bar·
However, both findings are incondusive and, as of
entry age.
yet, unproven.
The idea has been pitched to the community and free
The best theory voters are left to consider is that
enterprise. And nobcx:ly is biting.
Cougill simply lied.
So the race is now on between the coffeehouse's
So enter Dan Couglll's suitable bar alternative - a cofopening and the possibility of Cougill once again rru1na.1•
feehouse.
ing his mind.
In a story in Tuesday's Dally Eastern News, Couglll
suggested a coffeehouse as a bar alternative for socializ- f.A. WindelS is a guest columnist for The Daily
ing and hours of caffeine swilling.
Eastern News.

tradition of

could
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Diversity should
be celebrated
all year long
Black History Month officially ended a few
days ago. Traditionally, this means the end of
nearly all discussion on matters of race and
multiculturalism, and most people return to
their segregated lives until the same time next
year when they will once again dust off words
such as unity, brotherhood and racial equality.
Similarly, we are now
into the third day of
.n
Ori.a Women's
History
- - - - - - - - Month. Many people
who might otherwise never give women's history or interests a second thought will be·
showing signs of a heightened awareness and
sensitivity toward women's issues. At least
they will do so until April 1 - the first day of
Latino Awareness Month.
·
Prominent black politicians, administrators
and authors often comment they are more in
demand during the month of February than
they are during the other 11 months of the
year combined. Prominent women and Latinos
generally concur when asked about their own
awareness months.
Students who wish to attend events celebrating their race or gender often find themselves attending events on top of events
crammed into only a few short weeks. It seems
that despite efforts to incorporate these different racial, cultural or gender groups, every
other month during the rest of the year still
remains White Male History and Awareness
Month.
Very few may remember the last time a
black performer or speaker came to Eastern
outside of Black History Month - Bill Cosby's
performance at Parent's Weekend is one in a
handful of appearances. Would Eastern be so
willing to part with nearly $8,900 in student
fee money to bring the likes of Deborah
Norville to campus if March wasn't Women's
History Month?
The problem arises not from celebrating
these special months, which were originally
intended to ensure that ethnic and gender
groups were not left out completely, but from
limiting our awareness of the cultural and historical achievements of these groups to a few
specified weeks each year.
A person can be just as much aware of black
history in October as in February.
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Columnist was
wrong in declaring
health care a failure
Dear editor:
David Putney's column in the Feb.
t 7 edition of The Daily Eastern News
criticizes both President Clinton's
health insurance plan and the whole
idea of reforming the health insurance system. I agree that the Clinton
reform would be costly and administratively inefficient. As to reform
itself, however, I take issue w ith
Putney's dismissal of universal health
insurance as a "proven failure."
To equate universal health insurance with Medicaid, an inadequately
financed and poorly administrated
program, is misleading. Compare it
instead with Medicare, to which it
would be far more similar, a prog ram
whose recipients, the elderly and disabled, are fighting to retain it.
To daim European single-payer
health insurance systems are responsible for high unemployment there is
to ignore decades of low unemployment during w hich those systems
operated successfully. To say that the
Clinton plan is similar to European
plans is simply w rong. In fact, a sin-

Your turn
gle-payer European plan would be
the most beneficial for the United
States and superior to the Clinton
plan for several reasons.
Most importantly, everyone
would be fully covered for health
care expense - no exceptions, no
surprises. How can we do this? By
having everyone participate, this
bringing the cost down for each individual , 90 percent of Americans
would pay the same or less under
such a single-payer system than they
pay now for health insurance and
out-of-pocket health care costs. The
Congressional Budget Office finds
that single-payer reform with cut
U.S. health care expenditures by
$3 t 9 billion over five years, whereas
the Clinton plan will increase spending by $2 t 4 billion over the same
period.
Second, financing would be simpler, handled through an employeremployee payroll tax. Before you cry
"No new taxes," understand that all
of your and your employer's current
expenditures for health insurance
and health care w ould cease.
Third, administration would be far

less costly and more efficient, at a
cost of about 2 percent of premium
payments rather than the 26 per
we pay with our private insurance.
We would eliminate that extra lay
of bureaucracy that both private
insurance companies and the Clin
plan's health insurance purchasing
alliances represent.
Fourth, health care would remain
private and everyone would retain
free choice of physicians. The Clin
managed care proposal would
restrict our choice of physicians.
A single-payer system would be
very similar to Medicare in admin'
tration and financing, but would
vide full coverage for everyone, not
partial coverage for a selected gr
Don't be taken in by those who
it off by implying that government
social programs will automatically
bankrupt the nation. Let's talk facts,
not sloppy slogans.
Over 90 Congressmen support
the single-payer bill. The 60,000
members of the American College
Surgeons support it. It works in
Canada and Europe, and it is the
plan to insure that we stop rationi
health care in this country by ability
to pay.

Laurence Tho
Political science de,par••

• f
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Size
• $31.5 billion, an increase of $1.2 billion (4.2 percent).

SPRINGFIELD (AP) Children, college students
and businesses would benefit
Taxes and Fees
from spending increases in
• Edgar proposes no new taxes.
Gov. Jim Edgar's budget pro• If Medicaid is revamped, a hospital tax expected to
posal released Wednesday.
produce $336 million this year would expire. . ~
Most state agencies would
remain at current levels or
Spending Increases
get conservative increases,
• Grade schools and high scQ.ools would get an additional
and a few would take mild
$160 million (4.6 percent).
cuts under Edgar's $31.5 bil•Colleges would get $86 million more (5.5 percent).
lion plan.
•The Department of Children and·f'amily Services would
Edgar's proposal is the first
get $153 million more (17 percent).
step in the long process of
agreeing on a plan for the
• $13 million would help start an initiative announced in
state's new budget year,
January requiring mothers 18 and under to complete
which begins July 1.
high school as a condition for getting public aid. The
The Republican governor
money would go for child care, transportation and
credits a healthy economic
other services.
•
outlook for the relatively
upbeat budget, but his reget him past the November Medicaid clients could election bid is an extra incenelection," said Senate Minor- choose from a number of tive to make this year's proity Leader Emily Jones, D- health-coverage options, posal as attractive as possiincluding a system of health ble.
Chicago.
One of the only agencies
Edgar urged restructuring maintenance organizations
state debt to save enough or state-subsidized private that would take a funding hit ·
is the Department of Eminterest money so the state health insurance.
could pay off $1.2 billion in
Senate President James ployment Security, which proMedicaid bills over the next "Pate" Philip embraced Ed- vides unemployment insurtwo budget years, including gar's budget but said the ance benefits and job referral
$ 7 5 0 million in the year complicated Medicaid pro- services. It's allocation would
be cut by $34.l million, about
starting July 1.
posal could face difficulties.
"I don't know whether we 13 percent.
Under a plan to root out
A spokeswoman for the
fraud, abuse and make the will be able to pass it," the
cost of delivering health care Wood Dale Republican said. department said an expected
more affordable, Edgar also "There are certain elements drop in unemployment figwould emphasize preventive in the General Assmebly ures and a subsequent dethat don't want to disturb cline in the agency's workload
measures.
soften the blow.
The more than 1 million the system the way it is."

WE HAVE GREAT APARTMENTS AROUND THE POOL
FOR SUMMER '94 RATES AS

'We don't expect a decrease
in services," said Shari
Kertez. "There are 11 satellite outposts, and a few might
possibly be cut. But none of
the 60 regular offices will be
closed. People will still be
within a reasonable distance
to services."
Higher education was one
of the biggest winners, with
proposed funds for grants and
operations increasing by 5.5
percent, or $86.4 million. The
amount includes a $37 million boost for financial aid.
"We were very pleasantly
surprised," said Ross Hodel,
deputy director of the Illinois
Board of Higher Education.
"This will increase the number of students receiving
scholarships and increase the
amount of those scholarships."
,
Hodel also said university
faculty and staff members
would receive salary increases ·if the budget is passed.
Elementary and secondary
education funds would increase by $160 million. The
additional money will pay for
pre-school programs, a tuition
program for special education
classes for children living in
state care, and a computer
system to link schools to one
another and to on-line information systems.
.. ' I • ... I
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ILLINOIS EXPRESS EYECARE

Glasses
While You
Wait

LOW AS

$125 PER PERSON

CALL 345-6000
LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE
APARTMENTS

(Even Bi-Focals-CR-39 Lenses)
•Bring us your Doctor's Prescriptions
or let us give you a thorough
Professional Exam
•Appointments Preferred
but Walk-ins welcome

ACROSS FROM CARMAN HALL

348-5454

OAKLEY & SERENGETI
Sunglasses Available

TRY OUR NEW HOT WINGS!

CONTACT

lJqJversiffY Theatre ·
.

LENSES

presef}fs

3/$99

NaraC/Sade

JWHAT'S COOKIN'\

~ilff!lllltlij'

I .EYE EXAM
2.DAILY WEAR SOFf
CONTACTS
3STARTER SOLUTION KIT

The Persecution
and Assassination
of Jean-Paul llarat

TODAY'S
SPECIALS

409 7th St.• 345-7427

•

Budget to assist
children, students

Highlights of Gov. Jim Edgar's budget proposal for the
fiscal year beginning July 1, 1994:

Scrumptious Desserts
Fresh Baked Muffins
Daily Breakfast Specials

1' "'

Thursda , March 3, 1994

Governor Holding steady. • •
proposes
Medicaid
overhaul

• Homemade beef and
noodles with real
mashed potatoes,
vegetable and a
whole wheat roll
• Grilled tenderloin
sandwich on a kaiser
roll with soup or
salad
• Spinach, mushroom
and cheese omelette
with soup and muffin

.. ....

proposes new budget

~dgar

SPRINGFIELD (AP) Rather than raise taxes,
Gov. Jim Edgar on Wednesday proposed restnicturing state debt to pay Medicaid bills and changing a
law requiring more money
for pensions than the state
can afford. ·
"This budget balances our
present day needs with the
hopes of tomorrow, against
the priorities I have set and
within the bounds of reality
and responsibility," the
Republican told a joint session of the Legislature.
Edgar's 37-minute address was interrupted about
18 times by applause, but
almost without exception it
was limited to GOP lawmakers, who also gave him a
standing ovation when he
said the budget had no new
taxes.
Democratic leaders took a
wait-and-see attitude to
much of the $31.5 billion
budget plan for the fiscal
year starting July 1, but
suggested Edgar delivered it
with his re-election in mind.
"The budget is designed to

•

o

as performed by •he lnma•es
of the Asylum of Charen•on
under the direction of the
Marquis de Sade
For Mature Audiences Only
8 p.m. March 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, io, 11, 12
2 p.m. March 6, 13

On the Mainstage Doudna Fine Arts Center
$6Adults
$5 Seniors and youth ·
$3 EIU students
Call 581-3110 for tickets. Ticket office is open
from 1 to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday and
one hour before each performance.
Patrons with special needs are requested tfl provide advance notification.

o

!STORE HOURS: 9:00-5:30 Monday - Saturday!

9~

EXPRESS
EYECARE
PHONE 345-2527
•NEXT TO WAL-MART • CHARLESTON, IL
[ VISA J

[•f ••J

!Dr. Rich Arneson, O.D.I

·8
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Art conference scheduled

YOUNGSTOWN APARTMENTS
FALL & SUMMER 1994

for Saturday at Doudna .
Registration is now under
way for the 10th Annual
Media and Methods in Arts
Conference, which will be held
from 8 a.m. until 3:45 p.m. on
turday in the Doudna Fine
Building and the Tarble
Center.
The conference, which is
· sponsored by the School
Adult and Continuing Edtion, will cover media and
thods in art education, said

Nanette Carli, conference Special Art Illinois.
coordinator.
The conference will feature
David M. Smith, an art hands-on workshops covering
teacher from Aurora, will be such topics as new products,
the keynote speaker. His jewelry, grant writing and
speech, titled "Validation of ways to create art using everyInclusion in Public Edu- day objects like a brown paper
cation," will discuss the impor- bag.
tance of including all students
Carli said the conference
in art regardless of their abili- will offer an opportunity to
learn techniques in art that
ty.
In 1994, Smith received the can be easily used.
Illinois Art Education AssoThe fee for registration is
ciation's Art Educator of the $32, which includes all materiYear Award. He is also on the als, a continental breakfast
board of directors for Very and the conference luncheon.

~ Central Air

~Wooded Location

~ Dishwashers

~1,2 & 4 Bedrooms

I

~Den i'

1

Fully Furnished

t. "MOONSHINE GUPPIES"

~

2. "AZUCAR" EIU Latin Percussion Band
3. "CATHERINE'S HORSE"

L - - - - - - - · Coupon
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ALL 12 OZ BEERS $1 00

Admission $2.00 (8-10) w/coupon

ONE FREE TOPPING
OR 2 Free Pepsi's

PANTHER PIZZA HOTLINE

348-1626
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now, but teaching is coming back," Sanders
said.
He said college students must realize why
Students seeking information about poten- they are in college and how important it is to
, y lucrative careers are encouraged to attend decide on a major within the first two years at a
workshop today on career development, said university.
cials at Eastern Counseling Center .
"Statistics show that when people come in as
"The Art of Developing a Career," a Life freshmen, one-third have some kind of business
· ls Workshop moderated by Bud Sanders, major, one-third have some other major and the
r of the Counseling Center, will begin at other one-third are undecided," Sanders said.
p.m. today at the center.
He said the workshop has been successful
The workshop, which has been offered at because coordinators have learned through
tern for more than 20 years, outlines the time that students with a goal do much better
ss students must go through to decide the than undecided majors.
· t career for them.
"If you are undecided and don't know which
"We want to show students how deciding a direction you're going, it gets harder and harder
·or here relates to their future in whatever to get up in the morning and go to class,"
r they select," Sanders said.
Sanders said.
The workshop will also highlight what
Sanders said those who attend the workshop
rs are currently popular and those careers range from students who "don't have the foggithat may eventually become popular.
est idea of what they're going to do to students
"The computer and health fields are hot right who simply neeq a push in the right direction."

Wher

Disposals
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ounseling Center will offer
areer development seminar
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VLA.MMIFIED
A.D-VEDTIMWG
POLIUT
The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-

line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

DIBEUTOBY

MEBTIVEI OFFERED

II

VISIT THE PACKING AND SHIPP I NG
DEPARTMENT
AT
TOKENS AND MAILBOXES.
FAX, MAKE COPIES, MONEY
ORDERS AND FRIENDLY SERVICE.
_ _ _ _ _ca3/3,7,9,11,15,17
RCS/RELATIONSHIP COMPATIBILITY SERVICE: Confidential,
economical opportunity to make
new friends, find compatible dating partners. 348-1958
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca3/2-4

DAYTONA SPRING BREAK!
Stay on the beach in a NEW tropical oceanfront Motel! Well located - AAA rated. Flamingo Inn you'll love it. Call 1-800-6820919.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/11
SPRING BREAK '94 - JAMAICA from $469, CANCUN - from $469
Other destinations available:
Daytona & Panama City Beach.
Call Student Travel Services
@800-648-4849 or Bill @3481479 for more information.
--------,----3/4
Spring Break in Cancun Mexico!
Starting at $399, limited space.
Call Diane 581-5066
_

~-----3--=--(7
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: fisheries. Many earn
$2,000+/mo. in canneries or
$3,000-$6,000+/mo. on fishing
vessels. For info. call: 1-206-5454155 ext. A5738
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4
EDUCATION MAJORS to nanny
for six children in Effingham.
Three summer positions available: 1 full-time (M-F), 2 part-time
(weekends) . Only serious need
apply. Send resume and references to 38 N Lakewood Dr.,
Effingham, II 62401. Any questions Call Jill 347-5368 leave
message.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _312S
Volunteers,_ Needed: Anyone
Interested in being an usher for
the Blind Melon Concert. Contact
Carey at 345-9565.

"EBTIVEl!t
OFFERED

TIUVEL

TRilNING/"CHOOLl!t

llELP W .uTED
WilTED
..lDOPTION
BIDEl!t/BIDERl!t
BoOmliTEl!t
"lJDLEl!tl!tORl!t

FoRBENT

".lLE

FOR
Loi!tT & Fo1JND
.£.NNOIJNUEMENT8

Spring/Summer/Fall/Now Male
grad. preferred 4 blks from EIU
After 5 348-6041
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3./4
Need a roommate immediately.
Male or female. Call 1-800-6028784 (Beeper) for a showing.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3/4
Looking for 1 or 2 non-smoking
female to share a large apartment
on 4th St. for next year. Call 5818004.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3

Desperately Seeking Sublessor
for roomy 1 bedroom apt.
Available March 15. Call 3459178
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/14
Sublessor needed Summer only
Park Place I $161. 25/mo + utilities for info. Call Patty at 3457556
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4
Female roommate for Su '94. All
utilities paid. $185/mo. Close to
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516
campus. Call 348-8986
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4
LOVING RESPONSIBLE COUSUBLESSOR NEEDED for
PLE EAGER TO BECOME PARSummer '94. Close to campus,
ENTS THROUGH ADOPTION.
one bedroom, clean, A/C. 345309-392-2574 COLLECT OR
6379.
LEAVE MESSAGE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
3-5 sublessors needed at Royal
Hts. For summer '94. 345-9420.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/12
_ _ _ _ _ca3/2-3/4,3/9-3/11
Sublessor needed for Summer of
94. They're new apts. on 9th St. 3
Place a 1O word Rides/Riders Ad
story, town-house. Great location.
for ONLY $1. And we'll run it for 5
1-4 people needed. Furnished
DAYS without any changes or
Call 348-8507
cancellations.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/5
Sublessor needed desperately.
Super close to campus. Two sublessors needed. Please Call 345_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ha-00
6290 SOON!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3./10
2 Roommates needed for Fall
NEEDED: 2 Sublessors for
'94/Spring '95. PARKPLACE 1 Summer only. Nice apartment,
Apt. 204 Sign lease IMMEDlfurnished , central air, with garage.
ATEL Y! Contact Dianna or
Can start lease anytime 348-8592
Martha at 348-8242. Leave
- - - - . , . - - - - , - - -- -3/11
message.
Make quick Spring Break cash by
3111
R
_ O_O_M_M_A_T_E_W_"A._N_J'_E_O:___
FO_!R
_ -SJG .... selling items inJhe Daily Eastern
APARTMENT, CHEAP ( 1 6'0) "News classified ads. Deadline 2
CLOSE TO CAMPUS , F' g 4 _ p.m. 1 businessdaybeforeitruns.
ha-00
CALL DAWN 345-4744.

I

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

O Yes O No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ad to read:

BmEslBmBM

I

ACROSS

35 Ornery sort
37 Packed straw
1 Old actress
38 Nest egg, for
Anna May
short
5 Kiwi soldier
39 "I geta
10 It follows the
company car,"
Gospels
said Tom-140n--with
41 Dillydally
15 Goddess of fate
42 Peace Corps
HI Miss Loughlin of
kin
"Full House"
44 Chunks in a
17 "I'm off to bed,"
Greek salad
said Tom-45 Unit of force
19 Live wire
48 It sounds like B
20 Obliterate
flat
21 Disillusioned by 48 He's hard to
23Takes in
find
26 Desert of
so"--Dinka
dinosaur finds
Doo"
27 Vicuna relative
51 Berate
29Wearaway
54 Sheltered, in a
32 Fella
way

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days
Payment:
0 Cash

II

PAINTERS - Experienced $9.50
to $15.00/hr. Paint houses this
summer. Chicagoland and other
cities throughout Illinois. CAMPUS CORPS PAINTERS 1-800536-6355
-----.,....---.,...--3111
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn
up to $2,000+/mo. on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World travel. Summer & Full-Time
employment available. No exp
necessary. For info. call 1-206634-0468 ext. C5738
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/18
HELP WANTED at Subway
Apply in person between 2-5pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3(7

Classified Ad Form

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Student

Boomu.TM

--------~-3/4

: Daily Eastem News
,

II

AA CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. EARN BIG $$$ + TRAVEL
THE
WORLD
FREE!
(CARIBBEAN, EUROPE, ETC)
SUMMER/PERMANENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE. GUARANTEED SUCCESS! CALL (919)
929-4398 ext C210.

I

llELP lf.lNTED

HELP lf.l..'\'TED

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
0 Credit

0 Check

Check number_ _ _ _ __
20 cents perword first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 1O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

j l.____F_on_B_E_1'T_~

Fon Bavr

BEAUTIFULLY DECORATED
HOUSE FOR 8 GIRLS INCLUDING WASHER AND DRYER AND
LARGE LAWN. 1508 - 1st St, 2
BLOCKS N. OF O'BRIEN FIELD.
AUG 1-JUNE 1 LEASE. $175.00
PER PERSON MONTHLY CALL 345-2113 EADS REALTY
FOR JAN OR CHARLOTTE.
------~---516
Now leasing for i::=a11. McArthur
Manor Apartments two-bedroom
furnished apartments. 913-917
Fourth St. 345-2231.

FOR LEASE-LARGE .3 BED ROOM FURNISHED APART·
MENTS AVAILABLE FOR THIS
SUMMER OR 94-95 SCHOOL
YEAR. CALL 345-3664
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4
6 bedroom house-6 person max.
165/mon.-10 mon lease - 1 block
from square - Call after 6:00pm
345-3411 or 345-7553
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4
2 GIRLS FOR 2 BR HOUS E
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 10 MO
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516
LEASE WASHER & DRYE R
$450 MO. 1520 12th St. 345LEASING APTS FOR FALL close
7553
to EIU. Excellent cond. no pets.
M-F:8-5 Sat. 9-12 345-7286
------,----=-----.,.-3/11
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516
Brittany Ridge: Completely
Furnished 2 non-smoking
2 Bedroom furnished Apts. For 3
females to share end unit - comor 4 people. Dishwasher garbage
p 1ete with 3 baths, central air,
disposal, trash pick up and parkdishwasher, washer-dryer, closets
ing paid. Call 345-2363
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2-00
galore. 10 mo. lease $185 + utili·
ties. Summer openings also availNOW LEASING FOR FALL.
able 345-7314
Apartment rentals, 1 & 2 bedroom
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/8
apartments, furnished or unfurSUMMER ONLY TWO/THREE
nished 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516
BEDROOM HOUSES EXCELLENT CONDITION. CLOSE. TO
2 bdrm townhouses and 1 bdrm
CAMPUS. VERY REASONABLE.
apartments still available. Call
348-5032
345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516
-------,------3/14
WHAT A SAVINGS! Heat, lights,
Quiet Responsible Females (Pet
water, trash and air conditioning
owners considered) to share 5
included! 4 1/2 blocks from
BR Apt. Lg. LR, Kitchen, 2 Baths,
Campus (behind Pizza Hut). 1
Low utilities. Ph-Leighe 345-5523
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/18
bedroom apts. 1 person - 1 bdrm.
$325.00 per month, 2 persons - 1
Need 4 or 5 girls for well mainbdrm. $185.00 each. 11 1/2
tained student house 1 1/2 Block
from Old Main 1994 Academic · month lease. Aldo Roma Apts,
Call 345-2113 Eads Realty for
Year 348-M06
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516
Charlotte or Jan.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/6
1 apt. furnished across from campus 2 bdrm. house close to campus. No pets. Available Fall 1994.
ATTENTION SPRING
Call 345-3059

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516

Large 1 bd. apartment $250
water & garbage paid. 7 blks. from
Old Main. 345-6621 or 348-M39

szs

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516

i~if~ize,

bxt:~~~·....

Call The News
at 581-2812 for more details

BREAKERS!

Panama City $139
Jamaica/
Cancun from $469
Bahamas
$389
Daytona
$169
Quality Accomodations
FREE Drink Parties!!!
CALL ENDLESS SUMMER

1-800- 234-7007

58 Chair-back part
&Olmpulse
61 "I sat in some
poison ivy,"
saidTom-84 Cubbyhole
65 "Lunch Poems"
poet
66 Macintosh sign
67 A final blow
68 - - situation
69 Endangered
goose

DOWN
1 Forks and
spoons
2 "Lakme," e.g.
3 Horoscoperelated
4 You can chew
on this awhile
5 Jack Homer's
last words
6 Parisian vote
7 Sidesteps
8 Mr. Guthrie
9 An Iroquois
10 Search for the
unknown?
11 "I'll have a
curac;:ao," said
Tom-12 The Bee Gees,
e.g.
13 Speak with
one's hands
18 Film short
22 Actor Benson

Puzzle by Loia Sidway

24 Tear
25 Blue fellow
28Cockeyed
30 1934 baseball
M.V.P.
31 Advantage
32 Met #1?
33 "The Haj"
author
34 "Gotta run,"
saidTom - -

40 Carol syllables
43 Fruit created
circa 1904
45 Aquarium star
47--Weems
49 Harrow blade
52 Author Walker
53 Avian preening
aid

54 Twain hero
55 'Hood
58 Mimic
57 Gunslinger's
command
59 One of the
Dalys
82 Jackie's second
63 Famous Amy

38 Lute's kin
39 Skiwear

ITHtJRSDAY

MARCH3I

P.M.

WTW0-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16

WILL-12

LIFE-38

Fox-8

DISC-33

WEIU-9

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

Inside Edition
Cops

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Cops

SportsCenter
College Basketball:

Major Dad
Wings

Designing Women
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved
Mysteries

Roseanne
Cheers

Beyond 2000

Lamb Chop
Reading Rainbow

Andy Griffith
Hillbillies

Wings

Dr. Quinn.Medicine
Woman

Byrds of Paradise

Minnesota at
Purdue

Murder, She Wrote

Movie:StraightTime

Illinois Gardner
This Old House

Sisters

Simpsons
Sinbad

Strange Powers
Pirates

Little House

Movie: Firewalker

Seinfeld
Frasier

Connie Chung

Matlock

Movie:Nobody's
College Basketball: Children

Our Families,
Our Future

Movie: The Purple
Rose of Cairo

In Living Color
Herman's Head

Movie Magic
Machines

Bonanza

Mad About You
John Larroquette

Young and the
Restless

Prime Time Live

Iowa State at
Kansas

Star Trek: The Next
Generation

Infinite Voyage

News
America/Wholey

News
Jay Leno

News
M'A'S'H

News
Married ...

Star Trek

Strange Powers
Pirates

Red/Green Show
Movie

SportsCenter

Rush to Rescue
Wings

9C

News

Mystery!

Night Court
Highlander

Being Served?
Movie

Unsolved
Mysteries

55

51

TBS-18

Movie: Breakout

LH~IFIED !.DTEBTIMING
HOUSES 1806 11th, 1810
n, 1022 Second; two-bedlllOITI apartments 415 Harrison.
cmi 388-5032.
---.,...,....,.----.,,.,,,3/15
0 BUCHANAN - (near STIX) 5
BR Apt. 10 month lease;
$875/month
($175/person/month) ;
A/C;
/'Dryer. 1427 9TH - 2 BR Apt.
12 month lease; $320/month
($160/person/mo) ; A/C; wellmaintained 345-4853.

Apple lie with printer, Lots of
extras. $500. Call 348-8781.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/8
NEW FENDER CONCORD
ACOUSTIC GUITAR $200 OBO.
CALL JOHN 348-1514.
----------3/4
NEW
YORK
YANKEES
STARTER JACKET EXCELLENT
CONDITION $50 . JOHN 3481514.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3/4

~----------'313
4 BEDROOM (953 DIVISION)
1170.00 EACH, 5 BEDROOM
(715 9TH STREET) $150 .00
EACH TEN MONTH LEASE .
RJRNISHED, W/D 345-5728.
..,...---.,.----,.---,,-..,,..-,----3/17
Now leasing for fall. Very nice 2
bdrm apt. completely furnished .
Water & garbage included in rent.
$210/each for 2 or $165/each for
3. 10 month lease. 348-0288.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
Now leasing for fall very nice 2

bdrm apt completely furnished.
Water and garbage included in
rent. $21 O/each for 2 or
$165/each for 3. 10 month lease.

348-0288.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _313

F« Rent: Need 1 college woman
ID share large room in charming
alder home two blocks from EIU.
$230/month (includes utilities).
348-1814 ask for Holly or Mandi.
_ __ _ _ _ _ ___c318
SUMMER '94 AND ' 94-'95
SCHOOL YEAR. APT'S AND
HOUSES. CLEAN AND CLOSE
TO
CAMPUS. 345-4487.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _314
Beautiful little 1 112 bd. mobile
home for 1 female. New carpet,
vinyl & appliances. Completely
furnished Water & garbage
Included in rent. $280/mo. 345-

4508

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca313,8,9
Houses: 1307 4th 3 bd. $180
each 60 Madison 4 bd. $160
each 345-6621 or 348-8439
- ------,---.,.-,---,--516
2 or 3 girls needed for Apt. Call
Jll\345-1556 (Leave message)
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _319
Large 1 bd. apartment. New &
furnished, 12 mo. lease, $350.
~21

--------,---516

2 bd. furnished mobile home for
2. Water & garbage included in
rent, $155 each. 345-4508
_ _ __ _ _ _ca3/3,8,9
Furnished two bedroom apartment for 2 or 3 people. Rent
includes all utilities except telephone and cable T.V. Call 345-

3410

_ _ _ __ _ _ _3/10

Body slide with instruction tape.

New $20.00 Call, Heather 5812566.
- ---:---.,..,...,.-..,,..--313
Epson IBM Compatible Computer
with Printer and software .
$600.00 Call 345-1092
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _,3/4

FOUND: ROBIN ANDERSON'S
DRIVERS LICENSE, PLEASE
PICK UP AT STUDENT PUBLICATIONS.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3

Lost - philosophy book, author
Knight, cover is purple and white.
Please return to Student
Publications.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4

Hey Chunckies, Let's get NERDY
this weekend. Love Green
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
Cindi
Um es
of
AST:
Congratulations on being selected for the Walt Disney World
College Program. Good luck next
fall. We'll miss you. Tau love, your
sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
Bicycle problems got you down?
We overhaul and repair most
types of Bicycles. For more information Call John at 345-7965.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca3/3,7
SEAN : Congratulations on
becoming House Manager! We're
proud of you! Phi Sig Love, Wife
& Kid
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
KDR's: I'm so proud to be your
Sweetheart. You guys are the
greatest. Sig Kap Love, Cathy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
To The Ladies of Sigma Sigma
S igma: We had a blast at the
function last night. Let's do it
again soon . Love The Men of
SIGMA NU

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3,/3

CASH
FOR
COLLEGE!
RESULTS 100% GUARANTEED!
Recorded message gives details.
345-2629, ext. 112.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516
ATTENTION SPRING BREAKERS!!! Party! Panama City
$129.00, Daytona $169.00, Key
West
$279.00,
Bahamas
$389.00,
Jamaica/Cancun
$469.00, Padre $279.00. Quality
Accommodations, Free Drink
Parties! ENDLESS SUMMER 1800-234-7007.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/12
Attention Spring Breakers: Take
EIU's #1 Spring Break Trip to
sunny South Padre. For reservations Call - Tony 348-0054 or
Darryl 345-7176
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
MONEY for college GUARANTEED. Regardless of grades or
economics. Millions unclaimed.
Recorded message gives details.
348-0091.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/9
DESIGNER OR GRUNGE? YOU
CHOOSE, WE HAVE IT! "JUST
SPENCE'S" 1148 6TH ST. OPEN
TUES.-SAT. 1-5 TEL. 345-1469.
WE BUY CLOTHES AND MISC.

----------3/3

KAREN STACK: Congratulations
on your engagement. All your
ESA Sisters are happy for you.
ESA Love
- - - - - , - - , - - - - -·3/3
To NICK of SIGMA NU : Good
luck with
the
DZ man
Competition!! Your Brothers

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3

To the ladies of SIGMA SIGMA
SIGMA, We had a blast last night.
Let's do it again . The men of
SIGMA NU
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
MARI BETH LONG OF AST:
Congratulations on being selected for the Walt Disney World
College Program. Have a great
time this Summer. Love , The
TAUs

THE MEN OF LAMBDA CHI
ALPHA WOULD LIKE TO WISH
ALL PARTICIPANTS THE BEST
OF LUCK IN THE DELTA ZETA
DREAM MAN COMPETITION.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,313

GINA SHURBA OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA: Congratulations
on getting lavaliered to CHRIS
SMOOT OF Pl KAPPA ALPHA.
Your Sisters are very happy for
you.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _313

Cheryl Wawro of Tri Sigma:
Congrats on getting 1993 sister of
the year. Thanks for everything
you've done!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3

Congratulations to Kristin
Schoonover on being chosen as
the 1993 TRI SIGMA DREAM
GIRL. With love from your sisters.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
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Hey Sigma Nu, Who's the greatest of 'em all NICK! Let's win,
Keith
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
Kara: Congratulations on being
selected Sigma Chi Sweetheart!!
I love ya! Jenn Reno
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
Brian Shore of KDP: You sure are
a cute BOY! M.S. & J.M.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3

Congratulations to Jen Cleary of
Tri Sigma on getting lavaliered to
Josh Cox of Kappa Sigma at
Millikin. Your Sisters are happy for
you.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
Megan Kincaid : Congratulations
on being chosen as TRI SIGMA'S
1939 Outstanding new member!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
SARAH WELSH : Congrats on
getting accepted to the University
of Granda in Spai n! Your 9th
Street Sisters are so proud of
you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
EIU Rugby Match VS SIU Sat
1:00, All Welcome Field Located
West of Lawson, PTF

Volunteers Needed: Anyone interested in being an usher for the
Blind Melon Concert. Contact
Carey at 345-9565.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,.3/10
Have you met my friend Mike,
Geno, and Matt yet? Grab your
walkers and dentures OLD MEN
and meet those two beautiful
YOUNG LADIES at Stix tonight.
Sincerely, Don and Ron
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3

SISTER BOBBIE YOUNG :
GOOD LUCK TONITE. YOU'RE
DOING AN AWESOME JOB
WITH THE DZ DREAM CONTEST! DZ LOVE TONI AND
TAMARA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
Jerry Peck: Why Don't you Keep
your bedroom door locked while
you're eating? The war has
begun! The King
-,-,-.,,.-,.,--,=-c--c-=-=-c=c--c---:-.,..,--313
CINDY ECKERTY, MICHELLE
GADDINI, and JENNIFER WHITFIELD: Congratulations on being
selected Homecoming Co-Chairs!
Your SIG KAP Sisters are proud
of you!
313
C.,-A-T_H
_ Y_D_A_R_L-IN_G_O_F_S_l_GMA

MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT Union will have its weekly meeting
tonight at 8:30 p.m. in the Shelbyville Room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES Assoc. will meet tonight at 5 p.m. in
Room 206 of Blair Hall.
MINORITY TEACHERS EDUCATION Assoc. will meet tonight at 7 p.m.
in Carmen Hall.
S.C.E.C MEETING WILL be held tonight at 6 p.m. in Room 140 of
Buzzard Building.
GRADUATE STUDENT ADVISORY Council meeting will be held
tonight at 5 p.m. in the Greenup Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
ART CLUB MEETING will be tonight at 6 p.m. in Room, 211 of the Fine
Arts Building.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION Bible Study will be held tonight at 7 p.m. in
the Neoga Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a Ceremony Committee meeting
tonight at 6:30 p.m. in Lawson Hall.
PHI GAMMA NU will have an Active Meeting tonight at 6 p.m. Room
017 of Lumpkin Hall.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will offer Sacrament of Penance
tonight at 3:30-4:30 p.m. in the Newman Center.
ROTARACT CLUB MEETING will be tonight at 6 p.m. at Immanuel
Lutheran Church.
GREEK WEEK SPIRIT and Activities will meet tonight at 8:45 p.m. in
the Martinsville Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
GREEK WEEK OVERALL meeting will be tonight at 8:30 p.m. in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
GREEK WEEK STEERING Committee will meet tonight at 9:30 p.m. in
the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
MINORITY TODAY STAFF meeting will be tonight at 7 p.m. in the Mac
Lab of the Buzzard Building.
EIU ROTC LAB will be today at 3 p.m. at the Archery mound. Dress
warm
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN Fellowship will have a Large Group
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
ENGLISH CLUB "HOMAGE to the Egg Contest" has been cancelled.
BACCHUS LIGHTHOUSE WILL be open tonight from 8 p.m.-midnight
at the Wesley Foundation.
WEIU-FM LIVE FOLK Performance will be tonight from 9-10 p.m. on
WEIU 88.9 FM.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3

KAPPA: Congratulations on
becoming the 1994 SWEETHEART for KAPPA DELTA RHO!
Your Sisters are excited for you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _313
EIU Rugby match vs SIU Sat.
1:00, All welcome Field Located
West of Lawson, PTF
- - - - - - - ---313
1 o tans 30.00 all left over
Australian Gold Bikinis 25.00.
348-0018 410 7th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/9

NEED A GREAT
BIRTHDAY
SURPRISE?
Put a Photo and a Message
•

ID
The Daily Eastern JVews
on your friend's b-day

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for
Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

FOK ALL TO SEE!
ONLY

$I.2

Deadline is .3 business days
before it should run

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
l-lOW I ~tEO
ID Mf...K.E.
SJME £11\D~\ES .

l"IE. \J.\OD£N A Cf>..C\-\E Of
51'\0'«BMl.S OC\J.\l{\) E'ltR'<
\Rtt \~ T\\E '{~RD .'

*The 10 words for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than
$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All
items must be priced. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.
3-3 -

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

"16'/(5 c.oMPUmY /NNXlfNT/"

I

Address: ________ Phone: _______
Dates to run ___________

'Nf.fTH~ JCFF N~ I~

ANY7HING Al!Of.IT 7Hl5.' tut;
11./N!e SHX:I<@.' H/.KTIN6
NANCY WA~ 7He-RJl<TH5T
7Hl!¥3 Fl?fJM aJR. M/NPS!

Name: _____ _ _ ____________

60:)[)/

NW PIO< IT

UP AFTeR. A6lfNT ilZ'S
SPf3tOI AEJOf.JT fKJW
tYIN<J 70 ?He ff8.1.
IS A Ftl?ffRAL. "
CK/Me ...

Message:

(one word per line)

Person accepting ad - - - - - - - -- -- - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ __ _Compositor_ _ __
No. words/days _ _ _ _ ____.Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

10

('
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No rest for swimmers
Padovan said that this
year's men's team rejuvenated a program that was previAnother season at pool side falls along the
ously otherwise shipwayside.
wrecked.
Eastern's swim season came to an end last
"The men were .lllUCh
weekend after a little more than four months
improved this year. To be
of practicing and competing. Or has it actualhonest, a year ago, the men's
ly ended?
program was close to being
A cycle never ends. When one season
non-existent," Padovan said.
starts, off-season training begins. Everyone
Taff Nielsen
The women came off of a
who expects to be back for next year's swim
very good season two years
campaign has already begun to lift, pedal and ago, and this season was more of a stabilizing
run.
year for the Lady Panthers.
According to coach Ray Padovan, those
"The women were not quite as good this
who are not coming back will be greatly year as the last couple of years, but we had a
missed. All four of this year's captains, Ronae lot of injury problems and a lot of kids graduScheuer, Heather Hofman, Brian Huey and ate from the program," Padovan said. "But
Shawn O'Neill, swam in their final meet, that's not to say we didn't have some good
while Tony Cichowicz and Bret Killus hang swims."
up the goggles for the Panthers as well.
A few Lady Panthers that did have excep"On the women's side, we're not losing too tional seasons were Kim Batson, a newcomer
many, but we're losing great people," Padovan to the team and a blossoming diver; Catrina
said. "Ronae was just as solid as a rock for us. Crociani, a versatile freshman swimmer who
She had great consistency.
concentrated on the breaststroke and the IM;
"Heather was our No. 1 breaststroker on Becca Wolf, a sprinter who Padovan said
and off for the past four years," Padovan said came through in the end; 'and Shelley
of the swimmer he calls Miss February. "She Untersee, a powerful force and point-scorer in
always swam her best at the end of the sea- the backstroke.
son."
"We had a lot of people on both sides who
While Padovan loses a couple key gave good, overall contributions," Padovan
Panthers, the Eastern pack hasn't lost all of said. "The women just lost some people to
it's punch.
graduation and injuries and needed a few
"Mark Donahue will be returning and extra people.
Mike McKay continued to improve," Padovan
"Now we are interested in filling our needs
said. "Chad Jessen wasn't around for the in recruiting by just looking for people to
whole year, but when he was swimming he come in and swim, since we don't offer much
was a real help.
as far as scholarships."
"Ron Steffey came through for us where we
Padovan has been speaking to about 30
needed help in the distance events," Padovan swimmers during the recruiting process and
said. "And Taff Nielsen came in with great said that he has a few people coming down in
backstrokes and allowed Brian Huey to do the next two to three weeks to visit the camother things like the IM, really helping us pus and check out Eastern's swimming faciliwith depth on the team."
ties.
By JOHN COX
Staff writer

Start of baseball season
delayed one more time .
The Eastern baseball
team's game against Indiana
State, scheduled for Wednesday afternoon, was postponed and '1'escheduled as
part of a doubleheader March
30 in Terre Haute, Ind. Game
time for the first game will
be 3 p.m.
Wednesday's game was
originally scheduled to be at
home but was later moved to

Terre Haute after Eastern's
Monier Field was rendered
unplayable. Indiana State's
Astroturf field was later
determined to be unplayable
as well.
The Panthers, who have
had each of their first two
games washed out because of
unplayable field conditions,
are scheduled to play in the
SIU Classic Saturday

through Monday in Carbondale. Other teams in the
tournament include Southern, Iowa and Eastern Michigan.
Eastern's next scheduled
home game is an April 2 MidContinent Conference doubleheader against Wright
State.

- Staff report

Wisconsin upsets Michigan
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - Michael Finley
scored 20 points and used his defense to
shut down Jalen Rose as Wisconsin snapped
a four-game losing streak with a 71-58 upset
of third-ranked Michigan on Wednesday
night.
The slumping Badgers (16-8, 7-8 Big Ten),
losers of eight of 12 after a promising 11-0
start, snapped the Wolverines' nine-game
winning streak and kept their own slim
NCAA tournament hopes alive.
Conference-leading Michigan (20-5, 12-3),
which hadn't played since Feb. 22, shot just
36 percent compared to the Badgers' 54 per-

cent. The Wolverines, who trailed 31-26 at
halftime, also got outrebounded 38-31.
Finley, who averaged 24.6 points in five
previous games against Michigan, held Rose
to 15 points, six below his average. Sevenfoot freshman center Rashard Griffith added
11 points and 12 rebounds for Wisconsin.
The Wolverines, led by Rose and Juwan
ffoward with 15 points each, got the first
basket of the game but never led again.
They trailed 48-42 with 10 minutes left,
but Jimmy King dunked off a steal by Rose
to spark an 8-3 run that pulled the
Wolverines to 51-50 with 7:47 left.

HAPPY 21st
BIRTHDAY!

~,-

Renee Offerman

HIP HOP
NIGHT

Hope that this day
is great and
that you have
an awesome
21st year.
• Frak and all
your pals at EIU

Happy Birthday

WITH GlJEMT D.J.
DA.TE llHIELDM

$1.00 Admission
Doors open I 0 p.m.

Friends &.. Co.
509 VanBuren

345-2380

19 to enter 21 to drink

.

KRISTIN BATTERMAN
Have a great 21st
Love, Melissa,
Anne and Heather

Thursday at

Uliarty's
ALL BEEF GYROS
w!Marty :S fries

$2.99
Your favorite bottles $1.25
Bud, Bud Light, MGD, MGD Light, /cehouse

Tonite: Marty's own
Smothered Fries $1
crisp fries topped w/ cheese,
bacon & sour cream

AT

NOBLE FLOWER SHOP
NOW INTRODUCING

THE SPECIAL OF THE

WEEK
ONE Dozen
Long Stem
Roses Vased
(with greenery and bow)

ONLY

$27.50
NOBLE FLOWER SHOP

The ONLY Off Campus Housing
On Campus
Now Leasing for Fall '94

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)

() 1,2, &.. 3 Bedroom
() Dishwashers
Furnished Units
() Balconies
() Free Trash &.. Parking
() Laundry
() Central AC
Call anytime 348-1479 for an appointment
or drop by the Rental Office on 715 Grant St. # 101
3:30 - 5:30 pm M-F
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Murry looking for more
at regional competition
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Staff wrtter
Rich Murry was born into a family of
wrestlers and has been around the sport all his
life.
And although he has far surpassed any
wrestling accomplishments of his brothers, he
is still looking for more.
"Last year was a learning experience and I
was really happy to make it to nationals,"
Murry said of his accomplishment at last year's
regional tournament. ''This year I'm not overlooking regionals, it's just that I want more.
"I want to take first (in the regional
tournament), and I want to qualify for nationals
and ultimately place."
These may seem like words of overconfidence
from the New Lenox, Ill., native, but Murry
assures that he is not looking past anyone.
"I'm never overconfident, no matter who it
is," Murry said.

According to Murry, any
wrestler from a first-round
opponent to a national champ
is treated in the same manner, and no one is overlooked.
"I've got to take one match
at a time," Murry said. "I get
really nervous before a match,
but once the pressure rises, I
rise to the occasion also.
Rich Murry
"I feel like I should definitely make it to the finals, and I
think once I get there, I should definitely give
them a run for their money."
Murry, who currently holds a 20-6 record,
will probably be the No. 2 seed at this weekend's regional tournament in Springfield, Mo.,
and he credits part of his success to teammate
Darnell Thomas.
"He's got a lot of motivation," Murry said of
Thomas. ''He keeps me going. When I'm down,
he kind of brings me up."

Thomas rolls into regional
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Staffwrtter
Darnell Thomas enters this weekend's NCAA
West Regional wrestling tournament with a 1917 record at 158 pounds and even though he is
not completely pleased with his performance
this year, he has faith in his ability to win.
"I'm not really pleased with it (this season)
but it's getting better," Thomas said. "I feel
myself progressing, so that's an important
thing."
Thomas is in his final season on the Panther
squad and he hopes to make it a year to
remember.
"This is my last chance, so there's no holding
back," Thomas said. "I'm going to have fun, give
it all I got and hopefully it's enough to succeed."
Although Thomas does not have as good a
record as his teammates Joe Daubach and Rich ,
Murry, who have been to the national tournament before, he is still confident in his chances
to reach the finals.

"I have a good chance. I'm
looking forward to being in
the finals," Thomas said. "I
feel I'm in shape physically
so I've been working on
myself more mentally."
Thomas has competed
against a lot of very talented
wrestlers this year and he
says it should help him in
Darne"
the regional tournament.
LL
Thomas had very strong
Thomas
matches against such wrestlers as Jim Prendergast of Southwest Missouri
State who is ranked fifth in the nation at 158,
and he also wrestled Ernest Benion of the
University of lliinois who was 21-5 at the time
of their match.
Thomas wiJl probably be a third seed in this
'Weekend's tournament and knows ie will take a
lot of work, as well as a little luck to qualify for
Nationals.
"I'm looking for an upset," said Thomas.

Candidate ________
• From Page 12

Room.
Friday's schedule will have
Billick meeting with the student athletic advisory board
from 8 to 8:50 a.m., with
deans, directors, chairpersons
and the Council of University
Administrators from 9 to 9:50
a.m. and the athletic director
search committee once again
from 10 to 11:15 a.m., again,
all in the 1895 Room.

Billick will then meet with
Jorns again from 11:30 a.m. to
noon before leaving Friday
afternoon.
The itinerary for each of the
other three finalist's visits will
bethe same.
Robert McBee, athletic
director at Robert Morris
College, will visit Eastern next
Monday through Wednesday.
William Weidner, assistant
athletic director at Southern

Methodist, will be in
Charleston from March 9-11.
Bobby Thompson, athletic
director at Texas-San Antonio,
will interview March 13-15.
Charles Colbert, Eastern
vice president of business
affairs and chairman of the
athletic director search committee, and Jorns have both
said they expect to have a new
athletic director chosen by the
end of the current semester.

ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET FEATURING
•PIZZA
•SPAGHETTI

X

•SALAD BAR
•GARLIC BREAD
$3.99 plus tax
Every Tues. & Thurs. 5-9 p.m.
JERRY'S PIZZA &. PUB
4th &. LINCOLN
345-2844

CHILDREN 10 & UNDER EAT FOR $2

THIRSTY'S
TONIGHT

SUMO
WRESTLING
"AS SEEN ON THE VICKI SHOW"
SIGN UP 8 PM·9 PM ON FIRST
COME BASIS
WRESTLING 9 PM-10:30 PM
M.G.D. SPECIALS- MGD 12 OZ - l 00
MGD

FIRST TIME IN CHARLESTON
FIRST TIME AT E.l.U.

COACH EDDY'S
Panther Sport Shoppe
9AM-8PM

SPRING BREAK SALE!!
Thursda thru Sunda
~ieil't Spring Shoes
~,...

Nike & Adidas !!

Check

o! ?u~ew0.fls

Green Bay squad in the semi-finals in 1992.
This is not 1992, however. The Panthers had
a rough time with league doormat Western
Illinois over the weekend and are caught in a
late-winter slump, losing five of their last six
games.
Maybe the Panthers will surprise some people, as they predicted to do back in November.
Maybe the Panthers will knock down the open
jumper, play a full 40 minutes, and if not beat
anyone, scare an opponent to some degree.
Which brings us back to Green Bay and UIC,
popular league-favorites.
Supposedly the Flames would have somewhat of a homecourt advantage, with the tourney being held at the Rosemont Horizon. The
Flames have been nearly unbeatable at home
this year, going 10-2 at the UIC Pavilion.
But the Horizon isn't the Pavilion, and
should they meet in the final, Green Bay has
defeated UIC twice.
"We will beat them in the tournament," said
Flames forward Sherell Ford after his team's
80-66 loss to Green Bay two weeks ago.
Tough talk, Sherell, but maybe next year.

Randy Liss is a staff writer for The Daily
Eastern News

& Nike

Sandals & Hiking Boots

New!!
Nike & Converse
Basketball Shoes

20%off

New!! Spring
Nike

10%off
Clothing - Hats - Bags
Select Nike & Reebok

50%off

Phoenix ~-------~
• From Page 12
movie Hoosiers - at least four passes before you
can shoot. Then bring a guy around a doublescreen and watch him bury a three. Simple
stuff; but the Phoenix do it well.
What about Eastern, you say? Well, the
Panthers aren't even in the equation. Granted,
they play better at home than on the road, and
for all intents and purposes, Mid-Con tourney
games are considered away games.
But Valparaiso is a lousy draw for the
Panthers. The Crusaders smashed Eastern a
about two weeks ago, 70-55, and also beat them
in Lantz Gym, 65-60.
The Panthers would have been better off facing UIC, which Eastern has beaten once this
aeason, or even Green Bay, whom the Panthers
d at least try and use some of their athletic
'ty to blow past. Valparaiso is just as athletas Eastern, if not more.
Valpo also has a lot riding on this game. After
· · g the regular-season with a 19-7 record,
Crusaders will not let their best season in
years go by the wayside because of some
,.seed down in Charleston.
the other hand, the Panthers do have a
of history on their side. It was Eastern, with
sixth seed, who upset a heavily-favored
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Panthers to 111eet
Valpo in tourney
By RANDY USS

Staff writer
After four months of practices and games, and more
practices and more games, it
has come down to this.
Welcome to March Madness
in the Mid-Continent Conference.
The Mid-Con postseason
tournament will kick off this
Sunday at the Rosemont
Horizon near Chicago, with
the top eight teams in the
league playing for the right to

advance to the NCM tourney.
After winding up the regular-season with a 12-14 overall
record and a 7-11 Mid-Con
mark, Eastern earned the
sixth seed in the tournament
and will face No. 3 Valparaiso
in the first-round on Sunday.
Tipoff is at 6:00 p.m.
The Panthers finished their
schedule tied with Northern
Illinois arrd Wisconsin-Milwaukee in sixth place in the
conference. Milwaukee is ineligible for the tourney and
Eastern won the tie-breaker

over the Huskies by the virtue
of defeating No. 2 IllinoisChicago earlier this year.
"We didn't care who we were
matched with in the first
round," said Panther coach
Rick Samuels. "We can beat
Valparaiso, but to be successful
in the tournament, we know
we're going to have to lift our
level of play a notch."
With five schools moving to
the Midwestern Collegiate
Conference next year, this will
be the last Mid-Con tournament for Green Bay, Illinois-

Sunday, March 6

Sunday, March 6

1:00 p.m.

8:30 p.m.
#2UIC

#1 UW-Green Bay

:--1
J

vs.
#8 Western Illinois

Monday, March 7

T

I
vs.
J #5 Northern .Illinois

6:30 p.m.
Winner #1 vs. #8

8:30 p.m.
Winner #3 vs. #6

vs.
Winner #4 vs. #5

vs.
Winner #2 vs. #7

Stat~

3:00 p.m.
#4 Wright
vs.
#5 Cleveland State

Championship
Game ·
Tuesday, March8

Chicago, Northern, Cleveland
State and Wright State.
Other pairings in the quarterfinal round will find No. 1
Wisconsin-Green Bay (23-6,
15-3) taking on No. 8 Western

G3

6:00 p.m.

Valparaiso
vs.
#6 Eastern llUnios

Illinois (7-19, 5-13), No. 2
Illinois-Chicago (19-7, 14-4)
against. No. 7 Northern (1016, 7-11), and No. 4 Cleveland
State (12-14, 9-9) against No. 5
Wright State (12-17, 9-9).

1st candidate
visits campus

Women

travel
to UIC

and staff senate from 10:30
to 11:20, all in the 1895
Room of Martin Luther King
The first of the four final- Jr. Student Union.
ists to interview for the
Billick will then be given a
vacant position of Eastern tour of the Eastern campus
athletic director is on campus from 11:30 a.m. to noon.
and will be here through
After lunch, Bi1lick will
Friday afternoon.
meet with the administrative
W. Dean Billick, a former athletics staff from 1 to 1:50
associate athletic director p.m., faculty and faculty senand sports information direc- ate from 2 to 2:50 p.m., stutor at the University of dents and student senate
Pittsburgh, was scheduled to from 3 to 3:50 p.m., vice preshave dinner with Eastern idents from 4 to 4:45 p.m.
Presidep.t David Jorns and the intercollegiate athTuesday night before begin- letics board from 4:45 to 5:30
ning a full day of interviews p.m., all in the 1895 Room.
this morning.
After dinner, Billick will
After breakfast, Billick is attend a reception in his
scheduled to interview with honor attended by members
the athletic director search of the Panther Club, the EIU
committee from 8:15 to 9 Club and the Charleston
a.m., with Eastern· coaches community, also in the 1895
from 9 to 10:20 and with staff
• Continued on Page 11

By ROBERT MANKER

Associate sports editor

By ANTHONY NASELLA

Staff writer
Eastern's women's basketball team will look to bounce
back from Saturday's 68-54
defeat to Wright State when
it travels to Chicago take on
the Flames of IllinoisChicago.
Though hopes of qualifying for the Mid-Continent
Conference Tournament
were dashed in their weekend defeat to Wright State,
head coach John Klein is
pleased by the recent
turnaround by the Lady
Panthers (5-19, 3-13). He is
looking toward to a strong
performance against the
Flames (10-14, 8-8).
"I want to emphasize that
I am proud of the kids," Klein
said. "We worked hard to get
to that point. We just have to
stay focused in finishing the
season on a positive note.
"We feel the way we have
felt all along - like we're
capable of winning ball
games," Klein said. "It all
comes down to the kids and
if they're ready to play or
not, no less than 100 percent
effort from our players."
Eastern's biggest threats
tonight are expected to come
from the Flames' Penny
Armstrong (21.4 points per
game), who led UIC's scoring
in 18 of their 24 games, and
Heather McKenna (10.5
points per game).
Meanwhile, the Lady
Panthers' scoring leader
Shannon Baugh (14.9 points
per game) will look to get
back on track after a ninepoint performance against
Wright State. The senior,
·who racked up her second
Mid-Con "Player of the
Week" award recently, has
averaged 22 points over the
last four games.
Klein is also taking into
consideration where Eastern
was heading the last time

Mid-Continent Conference Tournament

Phoenix: will fly
to league crown

EAN ESKRA/ Associate photo editor

Freshman guard Christine Bochnak goes up for a shot over
two teammates at Tuesday's practice. The Lady Panthers
will travel to Illinois-Chicago to play the Flames Thursday.

they faced the Flames.
The Lady Panthers had
just two wins under their
belts when the Flames handed Eastern a 66-58 defeat at
Lantz Gym.
And their recent success
helps fuel Klein's optimism

for tonight.
"The only thing different
now is the mental approach
we might take, being a lot
more positive than the last
time we played them," Klein
said. "So I'm hoping we'll be
ready to play."

This weekend's MidGranted,
Continent Conference postthe Phoenix
season tournament will mark
are loaded
with
tall,
the end of the league as we
have known it the past few
dorky-looking guys with
years. Six teams are leaving,
bad haircuts
six others are coming in and
and names
there will be no automatic
bid to the NCM tournament
that look like
next year.
intentional
On that note, trying to fig- Randy
misspellings.
ure out this year's Mid-Con Liss
Vander Veltourney is sort of like adding.
den, NordSo bust out your calculators gaard, Grzesk, Zavada. Huh?
and check out this rationale.
But Green Bay has sur·
Defense wins champi- passed all expectations for
onships. Wisconsin-Green this year already, and in the
Bay plays great defense. One process has knocked o~
plus one equals two and every challenge tossed i
Wisconsin-Green-Bay will front of it, including defeatwin the Mid-Con champi- ing league-favorite Illinois·
Chicago twice.
onship.
Why Green-Bay, you say?
The Phoenix win not only
Because the Phoenix went with defense, but by running
23-6 on the season, flew a very slow, deliberat
through the conference with offense which bores oppo·
a 15-3 mark and bottled up nents to sleep.
It's kind of like the offen
opponent after opponent with
a defense that allowed only run by Hickory High in the
55 points a game.
+ Continued o Page 11

